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Ganus recalls the alumni's Harding
by Ryan Butterfield
Bison staff writer
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A little

In 1934, a 20-acre plot of land was
purchased for $75,000, and the
foundation was laid for what is known
today as Harding University in Searcy.
Harding's history has been a rich
one, filled with growth and expansion
in the areas of students, land and
buildings. The true history, however,
is made from the people who attended
Harding, and the ones who gave their
lives to the institution and the values it
represents. None of these are more
notable than the third president of
Harding, and now chancellor, Dr.
Clifton Ganus Jr.
Ganus came to Harding as a
freshmen in 1939 when there was a
grand total of 379 students enrolled.
He graduated May 27, 1943, and an
hour and a half later was married in
the same auditorium. While a student
at Harding, he had a dorm room in the
castles like Godden Hall that he shared
with five other men. They also shared
a room for studying and a room for
eating and playing cards.
According to Ganus, campus life
was much different back then. Classes
were held on Saturdays and let out on
Mondays. This was due to the fact that
many of the students and faculty
preached on Sunday, and since the
mass transit system was trains, it would
have been difficult to get back in time
to be rested for classes on Mondays,
Ganus said.
Dating at Harding was much
different also. Every other Saturday
was designated as "date night." On
this night, couples could meet in the
Pattie Cobb cafeteria where chaperones
watched most of them play Rook or
j}!St talk the night away. There was
definitely no signing out of the dorm

Godden Hall was on the campus when Harding purchased it from Galloway Women's College in 1934. It
housed all classrooms and offices until it was razed in 1951. PR photo.
to go to Little Rock.
The other Saturdays of each month
were club nights. Ganus remembers
meeting with his fellow Sub-Tbrothers
in the Olen Hendrix building.
Once a week, depending on what
movie was playing downtown,
everyone who wanted to go out
assembled on the steps of Pattie Cobb
where the chaperones waited to march
the whole group, in mass, to the Rialto
movie theater.
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Dr. Clifton Ganus, Jr. visits with Bob Corbin after chapel. Ganus is the
resident historian, and he recently presented a brief history of Harding
in chapel. Photo by Christie Mangrum.

While the men were off preaching
on Sundays, 1:00 to 3:00 was the
designated "rest time" for girls. They
were required to be in their dorm rooms
during these two hours; however, from
3:00 to5:00, couples could goon a walk
in designated areas of the campus.
Even though Searcy had little
entertainment to offer, students found
ways to enjoy themselves, Ganus said.
Ganus remembers one Halloween that
a mule and several ducks and chickens
were set loose in the Olen Hendrix
building. He also recalls having to save
one of his buddies from a group of
guyswhowereattemptingtodryshave
his beard . According to Ganus,
covering trees and buildings with toilet
paper were considered too wasteful to
be amusing to practical jokers.
Football games had adifferent look,
too, during the years that Dr. George
Benson was president, Ganus said.
Benson had a tradition of riding onto
the field at the start of each home game
ononeofhishorses. In the early 1960's,
a three-month-old bison was purchased and was brought to each home
game. The first year, Benny the Bison,
as he was named, was tied to a rope
and led out by Benson on his horse.
The second year, Bennywascontrolled
by two ropes with four or five guys
holding each rope. The third year,
Benny was put into a cage because he
was too big to control. The following
year, with Benny growing bigger and
seemingly meaner by the day, his life
was prematurely ended so that no
harm would come to those who took
care of him. Ganus said," It was some
of the most tender meat I've ever
eaten."
The campus, according to Ganus,
wasn't always fun and games. There
was a time in Harding's history when
it was a struggle to pay the bills. There
was uncertainty as to whether the
school would be able to continue.
Teachers would have to share with
one another to meet their basic needs
when they were unable to be paid.
"The teachers gave their lives and
everything they had in order to keep
Harding open," he said.
These memories make Home-

coming especially meaningful to
Ganus. "Homecoming is a time when
the Harding family gets back together.
The family atmosphere of
Homecoming is great," he said.
However, there was no Homecoming
until 1959, the first season of
intercollegiate football.
Prior to 1959, Thanksgiving
weekend was the time of year when
many people around the nation made
the trek to Harding. Lectureships were
held during this time, and students
were let out of school for Thanksgiving
day only. Thefondestmemoriesofthis
time for Ganus are rooted in the
barbecue. "Every year we would
barbecue pork and beef in a field that
now has been taken up by the Benson
Auditorium and the adjacent parking
lot. I can still remember my wife
making 10 pounds of potato salad to
take to the barbecue." Ganus also
recalls what he says is "one of the
greatest games ever played at
Harding" - the 1973 Homecoming
game against Ouachita. Tom Ed
Gooden was the Harding quarterback,
and the two teams had exchanged leads
time and time again over the course of
the game. Gooden, who was unable to
play the whole game, reentered the
game in the fourth quarter, down by
one point, and according to Ganus,
"there was this feeling in the air that
we were going to win."
Gooden kicked a field goal in the
latter part of the fourth quarter to give
the Bisons the 31-29 victory over
Ouachita and help accumulate the
overall Harding Homecoming record
of 20-13-2.
Many historical events have taken.
place over Harding's 72 years. The
move from Morrilton to Searcy in 1934,
the burning of the mortgage against
the Searcy property, the approval of
the North Central Association for
Accreditation in 1954, and
accreditation as a university in 1979
are just a few.
Ganus has been looking forward to
Homecoming '95, anticipating that this
weekend will be acelebration in which
"people you know and love are
together again."
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OPINION What's true ... or do you care? I

"Did not!"
"Did, too!"
"Did not! Did not! Did not!"
Sound familiar? You must be keeping up with the
goings on in our nation's governing body.
If it all leaves you rather perplexed, if you find the
debates of Congress confusing- good for you.
I know too many people who see political things too
clearly. Confusion, a searching, burning curiosity, is
refreshing to me because I believe that the person to whom
politics is always an obvious 'yes' or a 'no' is either not
listening closely or does not care. Or both.
So wipe that disturbed wrinkle from your brow, tum off
C-Span for a moment, and I'll lead you through my own tiny
case study of one of many Congressional battles that will, no
doubt, leave Americans coughing and waving the smoke
away.
My story began last Friday night as I waded through a
sea of newspapers, scanning for a headline that might leave
mered-facedandvolatile, theperfectsubjectforaneditorial.
It didn't take me long to find one about cuts in the
growth of Medicare, the health insurance program that
provides a livelihood for 33 million elderly and four million
disabled Americans.
Sounds like an issue, all right. I read on.
It seems that last Friday, House Republicans voted to
slow Medicare growth by about four percent over the next

. .facing !Q~UES
by Anthony Hall
Bison guest writer

Comparing any judicial system to
the United States judicial system may
be the only way of justifying the most
effective body of enforceable laws
created. This system, which has
recently been called unjust, may not be
flawless; but, to call it unjust is to make
yourself unworthy of being called an
American. I feel that it is quite logical
to compare two judicial systems, both
of which are human attempts to bring
other humans to justice. If comparison
is illogical, then why is there such a
thing as comparative politics?
Try living in a judicial system where
jurors are paid off in favor of the defense.
Or where an individual who has broken
the law can get out of trouble by just
saying, "My family name is whatever,
and John Doe is my dad." Or where
important politicians stand above the
law in almost every case.
You see, this type ofjudicial system
is controlled by politics, and procedures
to bring criminals to justice are tainted.
Here in the U.S., though the system
may not be perfect, it does not allow for
blatant corruption. It promises that
certain procedures are manditory for a
fair and impartial trial.
Though my country is a wonderful
vacation spot in the Caribbean, where
the land is green and the beaches are
blue, its judicial system does not allow
for an impartial trial. Therefore, any
rational person can see that, when
comparing the U.S. system to the rest
of the world, it is effective. And that's
something Americans need to see.
Take, for instance, the final verdict

seven years- that's Washingtonese for $270 billion.
But never fear! House Speaker Newt Gingrich says
most of the savings will come from cutting unnecessary
increases in hospital fees. He also bragged on the
smorgasbord of options for senior citizens under his plan,
including a buffet of health maintenance organizations as
opposed to traditional hospital care.
I picture a smiling old man with shiny new glasses and
a big GOP sticker on the pocket of his plaid shirt, walking his
granddaughter to the park.
And, as if all this wasn't enough, Gingrich wants to
hand out a tax cut! Toyota!
But, wait. .. what about the kicker: "Clinton says 'I will
veto.'" Well, what's his gripe? And why was the House vote
on this cure-of-all-ills plan split directly down party lines?
I read on. It seems that Democrats see an ulterior
motive behind these best-laid plans- a way for Republicans
to finance a tax cut for their ric;h constituents. What's worse,
this cut in Medicare will "eviscerate the health system for our
older Americans," according to President Clinton.
Oh. So, now the picture I see is a frowning old man with
noglasses, takingnoleisurelyjauntwithhisgranddaughter,
and wearing no GOP sticker-who would want to wear a GOP
sticker when, according to Rep. Edward Markey, the letters
stand for "Get Old People."
My hope is that you are now confused. I certainly was
as I sat covered in newsprint last Friday, scratching my

head.
It occurred to me then
that those who have
declaredstaunchallegiance
toonepartyoranothermust
have a pretty easy time ofit.
For one, they don't
have to weigh all the pros and cons of each issue; they
simply call any light on the opposition "conservative bias"
or "liberal media," respectively.
Then they hop up onto their designated animal and
start spurring. No messy digging for the truth, no need
to oil the door to their minds, no time to look down at who
they may be trampling if they're in the wrong saddle.
No need to look at that old man with his
granddaughter.
Gingrich: "We want a solution to preserve and
protect Medicare."
Clinton: "I will not let you destroy Medin;re. I will
veto this bill."
How can the same bill simultaneously protect and
destroy something? You're absolutely right- it can't.
Conclusion: someone is wrong.
Confused?
Pray that confusion leads to curiosity, and curiosity
to the truth.
jlo

Does con1parison justify justice's failings?
by Kyle Simmons
of the jurors on October 3, 1995! I
Bison guest writer
could hear many casting their personal
vote for 0. J . Simpson being guilty.
Dotwowrongsmakearight? Ifone
But, much to the surprise of many, 0.
injustice is great and another is small,
J. was not proven guilty beyond a
does it lend justification to the smaller
andmakethegreatermoreinequitable?
reasonable doubt on both first- and
second-degree charges of double
What kind oflogic grants absolution to
an unjust system on the basis that it is
homicide. It was then I became more
not as flawed as someone else's flawed
aware that Americans had no faith in
system. This is not the logic the
their own judicial system, which has
been in place for more than 100 years.
founding fathers used to design a justice
When a final verdict is passed by
system that would function as a closed
jurors and this verdict
.
entity.
Ideally, the Amis questioned by so
many, then the jud.
.
ericanjusticesystem
should stand firmly
icial system is being
criticized.
d~.
~
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•
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Simpson verdict
mockery of JUstice 1s
do not only disagree
a non-sequitur of
with me, but they wrong the American
immense proportions. This is the height
system, they wrong the judicial system
of moral and legal relativism, and it's
and they wrong the Constitution.
gone too far.
WhetherO.J. committed the double
The American justice system was
murders, I do not know. But do not
intended to be blind by design; in truth,
its lack of sight can be traced to its
blame one of the most important and
developed systems in the world - a
ignorance.
The legal mechanism is a process
system set up by the Constitution - a
whose checks and balances have been
system that works.
corrupted by the almighty dollar,
And do not forget that God will
uneducated participants, and a general
have the fmal verdict about O.J.'s guilt
or innocence.
lack of maintenance. It has been shown
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So many people live like there is no tomorrow,
and as if there was no yesterday. We have to
grasp each moment as a building block for our
future and as the foundation of our history.
Spend each day wisely, for at the end of your life,
it will be those days which stand up as gold and
silver or are consumed as hay and stubble.
- Beth Smith, Bison copy editor

I

time and time again that a defendant
can buy his freedom if he only has the
means (No, I am not talking about O.J.;
rather someone like John Gott). For
the right price, anyone can buy lawyers
who can confuse the issues and the
jurors enough to deposit truth in a mire
oflegal codes and precedents.
This is compounded by the fact
that, on the whole, the individuals that
sit as jurors today are poorly educated,
if educated at all. Lawyers choose
jurors who they feel can be manipulated,
and it would seem that they are getting
luckier by the day. If you doubt this,
take a look at the educational
background of the juror who recently
presided over the Simpson trial. I
personally would not want a person
wlw never made it to the eleventh grade,
and thus never even had a high school
government class, to decide my guilt or
innocence in a first -degree murder trial.
The argument that the American
system of jurisprudence's fallibilities
are small relative to the failures of
another country's system will one day
lead to a mediocre system of
government.
Ultimately, the American justice
system should stand on the side of
truth, lending its power to govern to
that which is right, ideally and
pragmatically.
"In the administration of justice,
however, civil society returns to its
concept, to the unity of the implicit
universal with the subjective particular,
although here, the latter is only that
present in single cases and the
universality in question is that
of abstract right." - Hegel
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!!!STORY

First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton turned
49 yesterday. Clinton was born at Park
Ridge, Ill.

c:::::=================================:=J

The first of the "Federalist" papers appeared in a
New York City paper on this day in 1 787. Alexander
Hamilton. James Madison and John Jay wrote these
essays to push adoption of the newly-drafted
Constitution. c:::=================================:::::J

Tomorrow marks the founding anniversary of
Harvard University, educating since 1636. c:::=======::~

by Johnna Duke
Bison columnist

I felt like an intruder as I timidly
entered the hut of the one who was to
be my hostfor several days. Thoughts
of experiencing true Mrican life as a
villager of sorts had kept me awake
for hours the night before.
"Thank you for leaving your
heavenly luxurious homes and
coming to stay with us." Richard
Kisingidisi shocked me with this
welcome into his village ofLwanyama.
I guess I had never realized that the
Mricans thought much about where
we came from. His comment spurred
a whirlwind of thoughts. At that
moment I was convinced that he was
right. I definitely felt richer and more
blessed than anyone around me. Mer
all, I was healthy and well dressed. I
had more money around my neck
than the total wealth of the village. I
also had a more extensive education
than any of those people could
imagine. My trained mind reasoned
that I was doing all right, except the
fact that my next few days were to be
lived just as the villagers live.
We are among the most educated
of all times, but many beliefs in our
Western world view are in contrast to
the truth God reveals: The first shall
be last... the weak shall be strong ...
he who serves will have the seat of
honor. The following truth is what
rang true through the week in
Lwanyama: "God has chosen those
who are poor in the eyes of the world
to be rich in faith" (James 2:5).
I have never witnessed such
simple, unadulterated faith as I did
in the people of Lwanyama. Faith is
unveiled and described more easily
in a culture without distractions. As
physical things bombard our
developed world, they bring with them
the deception that they are real. In
Lwanyama, nothing physical exists
thatis not a necessity for life. Needless

. professional

to say, God is very real to these
people.
Think of the times that God has
seemed very "real" to you. My spiritual
peaks have been at summer camps,
on campaigns, on camping trips or
on excursions outdoors. I fmd God
when I lose all else, when I can get
away from what normally distracts
me from Him.
I once had a very tainted view of
riches and things. Mter all, "It is
easier for a camel to go through the
eye of a needle than for a rich man to
enter the kingdom of heaven." I now
see this verse in a new light. Money
and things are not evil in and of
themselves. Their detriment lies in
their ability to distract you from what
is real (eternal).
In Lwanyama it was easy to see
God. The villagers hardly have
anything they don't need. They lack
distractions that make God seem
distant. We, on the other hand,
almost have nothing we really need.
The challenge lies in our blessings.
We cannot always escape "the world"
at a summer camp or go to Mrica to
live simply and discover God. We are
called to live in this world. We cannot,
however, be corrupted by the world
(James). We must not let Satan
deceive us into believing that our
present
circumstances
are
permanent. We must not fall prey to
spiritual blindness by the things we
have.
Paul, in Romans, says that God's
will is made evident when we do not
conform to this world but are
transformed by the renewing of our
minds. Whatisreal? Whatiseternal?
'The one who has something to trust
in is the last one to trust in Jesus"Oswald Chambers.
Maybe I wasn't the richest one
that day in Lwanyama .

J!QUSECALLS

by David Allen, CPA, MBA
Associate professor, Business Dept.

Visa, Mastercard and American
Express are names well known to
most Harding students today.
Why? Because most students
cany one, two or even all three of
these bank credit cards, and maybe
a few others. Some have received
these in their own name following
high school graduation, while others
are carrying their parents' cards.
Harding students, coming from
49 states and several other
countries, carry the plastic for
different reasons. Some use it for
safety and others for convenience.
Concerned parents might insist that

their son or daughter carry a card
for emergencies while on the road.
You never know when a tire will
blow out or you will have some
mechanical failure. The cost can be
way beyond what a college student
would have in his or her pocket.
Other reasons might include
convenience or a way for parents to
curtail excessive spending by having
a low credit limit.
Whatever your reason for having
the card, the greatest "charge" is to
use it wisely.
The number of potential benefits
of credit cards and charge accounts
are many, but so are the potential
problems ancl pitfalls.
Erroneous charges on your

President Theodore Roosevelt was born on this day
in 1858. Roosevelt is credited with many famous
sayings, among them, "Speak softly and carry a big
stick." His last words were, "Put out the light."
"It is not the critic who counts, not the man who points out how the strong

man stumbled, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The
credit belong~ to the man who is actually in the arena; whose face is marred
by dust and ~weat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs and comes
short again and again; who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions,
and spends himself in a worthy cause; who, at the best, knows in the end the
triumph of high achievement; and who, at the worst, if he fails, at least fails
while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold and
timid souls who know neither victory nor defeat."
- Theodore Roosevelt

r===========:::::J
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Precautions pertaining to plastic
account, problems over billing
disputes, seductions of ~easy" credit,
the minimum payment rut and years
of damage to credit ratings are only
a few of the potential problems.
Here are some good rules to help
avoid potential problems.
1. Keep up with what you have
charged to your account.
2. Hold down impulse buying.
3. Don't buy a sale item just
because it is on sale.
4. Fully pay your credit card bill
on the due date or as soon as you
can to save on the fmance charges.
5. If you are unable to control
your urge to use the card, cut it up
and close the account. Another idea
is to put your credit cards in a safe

deposit box until they are paid off.
Then only use them sparingly.
As Christians in our society, God
wants us to be self-disciplined and
able to fulfill all of our commitments,
including the fmancial ones. Some
Bible verses good for our instruction
in the area are as follows:
Psalms 37:21 - "The wicked
borrows and does not repay, but the
righteous shows mercy and gives."
Prov. 11:24 - "One man gives
freely, yet gains even more; another
withholds unduly, but comes to
poverty."
Luke 12:15-"Watchout! Be on
your guard against all kinds ofgreed;
a man's life does not consist in the
abundance of his possessions."

.
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More than 100 speakers address vaiiety of topics from gospel of Luke

Lectureship teaches self-sacrifice, creative techniques
by David Clubb
and Rebecca West
Bison staff writers

Jimmy Allen used the thought,
"none of self and all of Thee," to
challenge students and alumni
Monday night at the introduction of
the 1995 lectureship, entitled
"Touched by the Master: Luke
Presents Jesus."
Lectureship
concluded with Paul Faulkner last
night.
According to coordinator Alan
Isom, the lectureship emphasizes the
importance of student involvement.
"The purpose is to provide an
opportunity for parents to meet
students, to provide Bible knowledge
and training, and to allow the alumni
of Harding to come to campus," Isom
said.
Students heard from "some of the
finest preachers in the brotherhood,"
according to Isom. About 100 lecturers
speak each year at lectureship.
This year is the second for student
preaching, which was highly effective

last year, according to Isom. The five
students selected to lead student
lectures were Carter Davis, Martha
Allison, Colby Hill, Jenny Foriest and
KentJobe.
On Thursday, two Harding
Academy students spoke - Lindsey
Howard and Steve Cloer.
Lectureship '95 was separated into
three parts- textual classes, topics of
fellowship interest, and practical ideas
for churches.
The textual classes were the basic
Bible sessions held during the week.
Topics of fellowship interest included
prayer, evangelism and time management.
Practical ideas that touched
people's lives focused the 3:00 lectures
for churches. The ideas varied
significantly according to the needs of
the community in which the church is
found. Some of these included Jim
McDaniel's "Give Away Day,"
Beverly Ross' "Sister in Service," and
Jimmy Jividen's "Searchers." All of
these fit into the theme, "Touching
Others for Christ."

A better angle. Art student Sean Darnell stands back to look at
his painting. Many artists make a front-lawn tree their warmweather studio. Photo by Christie Mangrum.

TIMELESS

Isom named the Davis Drive
Church of Christ in Mesquite, Texas,
as one example of practical ministry.
The women of the church make dolls
and gifts. Police officers and
firefighters give these gifts to children
in the community involved in car
accidents, according to Isom.
He cited the Highland Street
Church of Christ in Memphis, Tenn.,
as another example of creative service.
The congregation's youth visit
housing projects in the late summer.
They give away pencils, paper and
crayons donated by local businesses.
"Latchkey Kids"in Paragould,
Ark., is another strong ministry in
which church members monitor
children who must be alone after
school. According to Isom, the focus
next year will be to include churches
involved in multiple ministries.
Isom said that criteria for
lectureship speakers are obvious. The
evangelist must be a good Christian,
do good work and handle the text
properly. Many speakers were
recommended.
Isommadehundredsofphonecalls
from the east coast to the west coast to
reach congregations with strong
programs and find the person
responsible for that success. He has
also traveled to various churches and
lectureships, searching for leaders and
ideas.
The lectureship event began, as
stated in Harding's by-laws, 72 years
ago, centering its focus around the
Thanksgivingholidays. Traditionally,
farmers brought the harvest and were
then able to celebrate Thanksgiving;
Lectureship began on Thanksgiving
Day and continued through Saturday,
according to Isom.
Eventually, mobility problems
dictated that the lectureship be moved
back to late September or early
October, in order to allow students to
spend more time with their parents.
Through a consensus with the
lectureship committee, which includes
students, Isom moved lectureship to
the same week as Homecoming, thus
allowing the alumni who visit the
campus for Homecoming a chance to
hear the speakers as well.
The lectureship committee meets
every year to assess the effectiveness
of the lectureship and to discuss
possible changes based on comments
from students. According to Isom,
what the students get from the event
is the most significant aspect to
consider.

"Jesus heals a boy." Student Association President Ryan Sorrell
addresses a lectureship audience, using Luke 9 as his text. Four other
students were among the speakers for the 72nd annual lectureship.
Photo by Christie Mangrum.

Town&CountryPlaza 268-7474

For savings on your cleaning and
laundry, bring them to Harding
Laundry & Cleaners.
We're still the least
expensive place
in town!

Student Financing
,\\1/1/

Gin Creek
268-4684

~gd
Fine Jewelry

1545
East Race

Harding University
Laundry & Dry Cleaners
279-4247
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Special Homecoming Section
Unique musical presentation exhibited in 'Secret Garden'
Love for people motivates a creativity
that explodes on stage as the brainchild
of Robin Miller, director of "The Secret
Garden. "I get to learn from them, I get
to watch them grow and change, and
find success at it," he said.
And his successful students don't
forget his efforts. Senior Ami Merritt, a
music major who has been in plays
under Miller's direction for four years,
said, "He's a strong leader who cares
about kids. He's patient, very
understanding and easy going. His
focus is reaching out to others with God
being the main focus."
"It's not about theater," Miller said.
"I do want to do a good show and I want
to entertain, but it's not strictly about a
good show. I'm allowed to work with
people, to share faith, to share Christian
world view and to share professional
knowledge I've been given."
Miller said this sharing process works
both ways. "I learn more from the cast
than I ever get to share. That's the way
the Lord sets us up, to be a body in
which we all grow and build each other
up as we help each other."
Miller's people skills make him an
excellent director, according to his cast.
"He's not boring, but enthusiastic and
organized with what he does," freshman
Shawn Lee said.
"He's a good performer's director.
He allows performers the freedom to
make the show their own and still keep
the essence of the show as a whole,"
sophomore Allen Cox, a social science
major, said.
Junior English major Sara Kirkpatrick
agreed. "I think he's a gifted director
with a wonderful vision."
This vision has introduced the "Secret
Garden" cast to a "different angle,"
according to senior music major Misty
Plank, who said Miller took the cast to
see the stage version several times.
"He's making it more interesting. The
ones I've seen are stage concerts with
no real acting. He can motivate you to
put so much into your song and your
character," Plank, who plays Lily, said.

Archibald holds his son, Colin, after the sickly boy's first tentative steps. Neville, Martha, Dickon and Mary look on, triumphant.
Photo by Christie Mangrum
Miller said the main challenges are
not on stage, but backstage. "You have
to tackle problems, whether it's problems about the show or a set scene.
More than likely, the real challenges
come in relationships between people,
and that's where real growth happens.
"We are a group of people on top of
each other for two months. We can

learn about the Lord in relationship to
each other and to his children," he said.
Meeting these challenges is a big
part of pulling off a musical, according
to Miller. "It's a case of coordination;
this is a collaboration event. No one
person does it all. Yes, I'm the director,
and my job is to coordinate and make it
all fit. Morris Ellis works on the set; Cliff

Dickon, the kindly gardener, helps Mary nurse a dying garden back to its once-treasured abundance.
Photo by Christie Mangrum

Ganus, the music; students, the
choreography and costumes; and Steve
Martin, lighting. All come together to
make sure that this creates a unified
event," Miller said.
He cited unity as a necessary
component of costuming, saying that
costumers need to work together with
choreography and lighting to make
sure it all "fits."
"There's a lot of give and take, a lot
of creating in your own area and making
sure they all work together to create
one product," he said.
A coordinated music score is also
vital to "The Secret Garden," according
to Kirkpatrick, who plays Claire. "The
music ties the story together. I think it's
a beautiful story and I think it will
captivate the audience. But it has a
different feeling to it than the book. The
music weaves it together, whereas in
the book, the words weave it together.
Here, it's the music that gives it its
power.
"The music is both powerful and
magical. It ranges from strong and
forceful to very soft and flowing. There
is a contrast between good and evil, and
the music accentuates that as well.
There's a vivid contrast between the
two. I really do love it," Kirkpatrick
said.
Cox, who plays Albert Lennox,
agreed, "One of the highlights is the
music. There's a wide variety of musical
styles. We're blessed with talent to be
able to perform something like this."
"We couldn't have done better as far
as the music is concerned," Merritt, who
plays a dancer and dreamer, said.
Lee, who is a dreamer in the British
chorus, called the music "intense." "I
think that's what's going to make the
show."
Miller was attracted to "The Secret
Garden" not only because of its music,
but also because of its new script. "It's

an opportunity to work on something
no one has worked on. We can create
from scratch," he said.
"Sometimes, students have
preconceived ideas about a play like
'Les Miserables' or 'Oklahoma.'
Everyone has heard the CD's and seen
the shows. But, in this show, they had
to create. In this play, they don't know
what the set is like, what the character
is like, and they have to ask, 'What do
I do with this?' It's a learning experience."
Cox thrives on the opportunity that,
he said, "allows us a lot of freedom in
the way we interpret different scenes
and our take on the characters. It's a
different kind of show for most of us
and the audience. It's not your
mainstream kind of musical, not one
that you'll fmd performed often."
Miller concurred, reiiterating that
"The Secret Garden" on stage is different
from the book or the movies. "It is very
popular, as most people have read the
book or seen one of the five movies.
However, this production is different.
When you change mediums, you have
to change methods.
"The theater production deals with
the issue of loss - those who have left
[died] but are still very much part of the
event as the character deals with the
memories." Miller said the play also
emphasizes the choice between good
and evil, a major distinction between
the stage show and the book.
Miller said that everyone has ideas
about "The Secret Garden," but he
encourages the audience to accept it as
a theater piece.
Miller said it was in college that he
found his passion for acting and
directing.
"It's a people area, whether it's
rehearsals, audience or folks building
sets. I think that's what I love about it,"
he said.
-Lois Voyles

..
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Ty Finley and Emily Ann Burks

Queen to be presented at halftime

Representatives of team, classes
to reign over football festivities
One of three nominees will reign over the 1995 Homecoming
game tomorrow. Kelley Adams, Loren Kopf and Katherine
Nieman were nominated by the football team and the student
body chose the queen by popular vote.
Adams is a senior accounting major from Memphis, Tenn.
She is an active member of Ko ]o Kai social club, Pi Gamma
Epsilon and the College Republicans. She is also a volunteer for
the White County Rape Crisis Center. Adams has been involved
in Student Impact for the past three years, raised funds for
Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD), and worked last
summer at a basketball camp. Adams was shocked when she
found out that she had been nominated again this year. "I didn't
know that you could be nominated twice. It is such an honor
just to be nominated," she said.
Kopf, also a senior accounting major, came to Harding from
Grenada, Miss. Working toward finishing school in three years
keeps her busy, but she still finds time to be active as the
secretary of Ko ]o Kai and a member in both Pi Gamma Psi and
the College Republicans. She is also on the dean's list and in
Delta Mu Delta, the business national honor society. Kopf
enjoys aerobics, tennis and playing the piano. Her nomination
for queen was a happy surprise for her. "It is such a thrill to be
a part of the Homecoming festivities," she said.
Nieman, a junior biology major, is from Arpin, Wis. She is
a member of Shantih social club. Her academic honors include
the dean's list and Phi Eta Sigma. Nieman hopes to attend
medical school after graduation. In her spare time, she enjoys
making crafts. Her reaction to her nomination was also one of
shock. "It is such an honor to be chosen," she said.
Other members of the Homecoming court include.
representatives Laura Bartlett, senior; Tennyson Kohl, junior;
Mary Ann Dozier, sophomore; and Summer Allison, freshman.
Crownbearers are Emily Ann Burks and Ty Finley.

- Allyson Ballinger

Tennyson Kohl, junior

Laura Bartlett, senior

Mary Ann Dozier, sophomore

Summer Allison, freshman

Homecoming '94. (top to bottom)- Tbe Bison
stampede romps through the pedestrian mall,
social club reunions unite sisters, the football
Bisons break through, and the Thundering
Herd entertains a halftime crowd.

Homecoming queen candidates. Loren Kopf, Kelley Adams and Katherine Nieman were nominated by the Bison football
team, and one will be crowned during halftime festivities tomorrow at Alumni Field.

Photos by jason Burt

Photos by Dr. Edmond Wilson
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MEMORiES

SCHEDULE
Oct. 27

Oct. 28

FRIDAY

SATllllDAY

8:00a.m.

Registration continues; Lobby,
American Heritage Center

9:00

University Chapel"Golden Circle" members are
the honored guests; Benson
Auditorium

10:00

Golden Circle Coffee -A
great time to visit! American
Heritage Center, Dining
Rooms Band C

2:003:00p.m.

Bus Tours of cm1pus and city;
sign up at Alumni Central

5:45-7:45

Black and Gold Banquet and
alumni awards- Par all
Harding alumni :md friends;
American Herirage Center
Dining Room~

8:15

8:30

8:30
10:30

Homecoming Musical- "The
StTret Garden"; Benson
Auditorium
Class of 1970 Reception American Heritage Center,
Libeny Room
Pep Rally - Rhodes Memorial
Field House
Devotional ·- C.L. Kay Plaza
Amphitheater; in inclement
weather, .devotional will be
moved into the atrium of the
Mclnteer Center

7:00a.m.

Registration for Bison
Stampede (includes a 10-K
Road Run and two-mile Fun
Run); meet in front of
American Heritage Center; race
begins at 8 a.m.

7:30-9:00

Complimentary Alumni
Continental Breakfast for all
classes; Hammon Student
Center, second ·floor, Hammon
Room (elevator access)

9:00-9:45

Alumni Chapel organized by
the Class of 1970; American
Heritage Auditorium

10:00-11 :30 Social Club Fair - South
lawn, near the lily pool; in
inclement weather, Social Club
Fair will be moved inside
Rhodes Memorial Field House
10:0012:00 p.m.

Class of 1945 get-together for
visiting; Olen Hendrix
Building, Reception Room

10:30-11:15 Belles and Beaux performing
troupe; Administration
Auditorium
11:15-12:00 Pied Pipers children's theatre
troupe; for children of all ages;
Administration Building, second floor, Little Theatre
11:15-12:00 Good News Singers (performing group) and Conquerors
(religious drama group);
American Heritage Auditorium

CLASS REUNIONS

11 :30

Saturday, Oct. 28
1945 -Visiting, 10 a.m.-noon, Olen
Hendrix Building, Reception Room;
Barbecue Luncheon, noon, Front

Dedication of Allen Hall (adjacent to Rhodes Memorial Field
House)

11:30-1:30

25th Anniversary Class
Luncheon; for 1970 alumni;
American Heritage Center,
Dining Rooms B and C

Lawn

1950- Luncheon, noon, Hammon Student 12:00
Center, Hammon Room (second
floor)
1955- Luncheon, noon-1:30 p.m.,
American Heritage Center, Heritage
Room
1960 -

Barbecue Luncheon, noon, Front
Lawn
2:00

Homecoming Football Game
- Harding Bisons vs. Midwestern University; Alumni
Field

7:00-9:00

Informal Reception for Class of
1970 - Home of Dean
Bawcom, 1400 Hillcrest, Searcy

7:30

Homecoming Musical- "The
Secret Garden"; Benson
Auditorium

1965- Dinner, 5:30-7:30 p.m., Home of
President Burks, 100 S. Cross St.
1970 -

25th Anniversary Luncheon, 11 :30
a.m.-1:30 p.m., American Heritage
Center, Dining Rooms B and C

1970- Informal Reception, 7-9 p.m.,
Home of Dean Bawcom, 1400
Hillcrest, Searcy
1975- Dinner, 5:30p.m., American
Heritage Center, Dining Rooms B
andC
1980- Come-and-Go Luncheon, 11:30
a.m.-1:30 p.m., American Heritage
Center, Liberty Room
1985 -

Barbecue Luncheon, noon, Front
Lawn

1990 --'- Luncheon, noon, Pryor Science
Center, Room 152

Barbecue Luncheon for all
alumni and friends, Front
Lawn (south of American
Heritage Center); in inclement
weather, luncheon will be
moved to the Ganus Athletic
Center at the south end of
campus.

CLUB REUNIONS
Clubs represented at Saturday's Social Club
Fair at 10 a.m. include Chi Omega Pi, Chi
Sigma Alpha, Delta Chi Delta, Delta Gamma
Rho, Gata, Ju Go Ju, Ka Re Ta, Kappa
Gamma Epsilon, Kappa Sigma Kappa, King's
Men, Ko Jo Kai, Oege, Pi Kappa Epsilon,
Regina, Shantih, Sigma Phi Mu, Sub T-16,
TNT, Tri-Kappa and Zeta Rho.

"Secret Garden.,, Mary Lennox, played by Claudia Stockstill, chats with her
friend Martha (Summar Cabaniss). Ben Howe plays Dickon, the gardener who
shares the garden's magic with Mary. Colin's deceased mother, portrayed by Misty
Plank, looks on with pride as her son, played by Landon Mclain, learns to walk,
and his father, Chris Wagley, learns to smile. Tbese characters join a host ofdead
and living, good and evil, to weave a magical conflict in this unique version of a
classic story. Tbe show will begin at 8:15 tonight and at 7-30 p.m. tomorrow.

Photos by Christie Mangrum
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7th ANNUAL
-once in a Lifetime-

GRAND OPENING .-......
I
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F +WC

.?GUITAR SALE
~~\ Now in Progress

'3

~~mine
~1
c~
'®

I

OCTOBER28

U IT A R S

lOam- 6pm

WISH~.

"Featuring the Handcrafted
Work of Over 80 Gifted
Artisans and Grafters. "

• llrtinD~
\"'1
1833 '1'1
·

1

Door Prizes every 15 min.
Bring Bison Homecoming Ticket Stubs
for Special Door Prize Hand Painted Wooden Shelf
valued at $35!
-rree -rood

;...

fi!Jsof/.

)J

.

~SAr/l,1e
by TAKAMINE

.

~

WAME&sA

o~1~

Fun SurPrises · - - -

and Drin\<.s

•

for lads too!

• Unique Gift Items
• Contemporary as Well as Country Art
•A Great Place to Browse!

FINANCING AVAILABLE

Monday- Saturday lOam- 6pm
Sundays 1 - 5pm
278-5959

*'

·~
ANOTHER ALTERNATIVE RESTAURANT

WHILE IN THE STUDENT
CENTER TRY OUR
NEW
GOURMET COFFEE SHOP!

Located at the American Heritage Building on the
Campus of Harding University

AVANT I

Sunday
Buffet

I*

MENU INCLUDES:

10:30am- 1:30pm

$4.95

HOURS
9:~,Q~ - 4k30pnt
Menday - F!iday

Fresh Salad Bar
Assorted Breads

+TAX

Children Under 12 112 price

4"Meat Entrees
,Assor,tetl V~getablps
-M

0

C)o{

I

r-------------------,

1
FREE Biscotti with purchase
1
1 ~
of a Gourmet Coffee. ~ 1
I ..
Coupon valid through
•
I
I1 HARDING UNIVERSITY November 2 ' 1995 HARDING UNIVCRSITY. JI

.. __________________ _

1

Dessert Bar
w

~-.:-

.atM;Wl!JI:WM+W•*Mii:Wl'L~

How ABOUT A DEAL

-:,.>-

Belgian Waffle Bar

ON AMERICA'S
FAVORITE BURGER!

Dtii1ks Included

r-------------------,
The Whopper Combo Meal

1

1

: 8URGER

•

~
~-

k

C0 RpORATiON
ARAMAR
.
SERViCES
CAMpuS DINING

1
1
1
L

KING

onty$2·99

Includes: Whop~er, Fries
& Med. Dnnk
®
Cheese 25¢ extra

8URGIR :

KING

1
1
®1

------------------Good ONLY at Harding University unti!Novernber 2, 1995
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One fam_ily tree has deep roots in Harding
by Eric Rodgers
Bison staff writer

Tradition plays a large part in the
Harding experience - for some more
than others. Sophomore Hannah Crider
is the fourth generation in her family to
share in Harding's legacy. Her sisters,
Carrie and Mandy, are recent additions
to the alumni, joining their mother,
Martha Walden Crider; grandmother,
Roberta Walden; and greatgrandparents, Homer and Georgia
Walden.
The tradition began with a forerunner
of Harding University in Cordell, Okla.,
with Homer and Georgia attending from
1913 to 1915. Their classmates included
notables like our auditorium namesake,
George Benson. All four of their
daughters, including Roberta, would
follow in their footsteps. "My mom
lived upstairs in].N. Armstrong's house,
and then later she moved into Pattie
Cobb Hall," Martha Crider said. "She
was in chorus and was a member of Ju
Go Ju. When I was little, she would
show us her yearbooks and always tell
us stories about all the clubs and the
chorus trips."
Martha continued the family
tradition, along with her brother and
sister, when she came to Harding during
the mid-1960s. She was a member of the
a cappell chorus, and she served twice
as an attendant in homecoming
festivities. According to her, the newest
dorm at the time was Kendall Hall. As
she remembered the tales of good times
that her mother and grandparents had
told, she recalls, "I never really thought
about going anywhere else."
Some of Harding's endearing
qualities, according to Martha, include
the Christian friends which students can

make - friends that last for a lifetime.
She and her husband share the Harding
experience with others whenever they
can, taking trips every year to Searcy
from their home in Colorado to show
neighbors and friends their alma mater.
Martha said last year's trip filled three
vans with people eager to learn more
about Harding.
Now Hannah is the latest of her
family to join Harding's family. Hannah
said that no real surprises faced her
when she arrived, because she had
grown up with Harding in her life since
she was little. "I've always looked
forward to it," Hannah said. "I looked
at other colleges just because I had
always known about Harding; but, once
I saw the alternatives, I knew for sure
Harding was the right place."
Being part of a long tradition is also
important to Hannah. "I think it's really

ENTS

neat. But it's also different. I'm not a
part of a social club and I play volleyball,
and even though I'm glad about having
so much of my family a part of it all, I've
done a lot of things differently."
Even with the knowledge that she
had gained from family stories about
Harding, actually coming here has
provided Hannah with more learning.
"[The best thing] would definitely have
to be the people. I haven't made tons of
friends, but the ones I have made aren't
like any from anywhere else. There's all
the options and experiences and the
people you meet."
Hannah looks forward to the day
when her children can carry on the
tradition. "It's real important to me that
they can go to a Christian college,
wherever it might be. And if they
choose Harding, I think it would be
great."

Seni~r a rr •ll.lajor
Virginia Br~d)ey \'ifill

display her works in tl'ie
S teven~

Art Galle·r y

begirullng Sunday, No\!'.

12-.

The
month
of
N0vember is National
Ho~pice Month for the
Arkansas Depamnenr of
Health. H.ospi~e uses
voluntee rs t0 help
~erminally ill p.aiienr.s.
Lori Gardner is the
volunteer coordinator of
the program, and she can
be reached after 4:30 at
281-2867.
r

Hannah Crider

Club bids go out in
the donns Sunday a~ 2:30.
Off-<:an"ipus women can
pick up their bids in
Cathcart; off-campus men
ca n pick them up in
Annstropg.

~~&
coming soon ...

~~~ut
For your convenience,
tanning beds are available
at both locations

Indoor Tanning,
Hair Design &
Gift Shop
?teet. &-a- 'U'e.u:
?teet. &-a2930 E.Moore 1909 Beebe-Capps
268-6112
278-5999

Doin' lunch. Carmen Heath and Yvette Ellis choose the calm sunshine on the patio over the bustling
Student Center. Photo by judie O'Farrell.
Students
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Sawyer Brown will
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Eight l adies were
selected a.s the '95-'96
Bison .ba'sketball cheerleaders:

M1ndi Clothier
Missi Cunningham
Miriam Dodson
Jennifer Helton
BrS!nda Hinma n
ToiTi Predro,ore
Lauri Snow

Janalyn Williams

.
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Bison mascot tries something new,
reveals contagious spirit for his team
by Allyson Ballinger
Bison staff writer

Sophomore Barry Watts, a native
Norwegian, is the hidden face under
the Bison head this year. Barry gained
the position through a tryout which
involved an original entrance, skit and
routine to the fight song. The tryout
tested his creativity and his ability to
involve the crowd, and Barry came out
above the rest.

For the first game, which was out of
town, he said, "I was mainly worried
about the reaction of the cheerleaders,
because I really wasn't sure what to do,
having never seen any of the previous
Bison mascots. The little kids really
helped out, though, and it helped to
prepare me for the first home game,
which would bring on a new set of
fears. Every game gets easier; the more
eventful the better."
In high school, Barry always

participated heavily in sports. But when
an injury prevented him from playing
basketball, he gained his first and only
experience as a mascot prior to becoming
the Bison. At a basketball game, he sat
on a high chair which was decorated to
look like a ship, dressed as his school's
Viking mascot. "I really had a lot of fun
doing it," he said.
After coming to Harding, Barry
decided to abandon sports and
concentrate on academics and drama.
But when he heard about tryouts for the
Bison mascot, he decided that it would
be a way to participate in sports without
consuming too much time. Memories of
fun from his past experience, along
with the encouragement of his friends,
affirmed his decision to try out.
Barry said he was nervous before
his first game, but not nearly as nervous
as the day of tryouts. "I started getting
really anxious after my last class that
day, thinking of every reason why I
shouldn't try out. In my experience
with drama, I never really got scared,
just excited. But trying out for the Bison
mascot, I was definitely nervous," he
said.
Cheerleading sponsor Patty Barrett
considers Barry a wonderful asset to the
cheerleading squad. "He is very
enthusiastic and works hard to get the
crowd involved," she said.
Barry is a member of Pied Pipers
children's theatre troupe, a fact that has
had some affect on his role as the Bison.
He said he has had to make some
adjustments from his former acting style.
"Before I became the Bison," he said, "I
acted primarily with facial expressions.
My role as the Bison taught me to act
from the neck down since my face is
hidden.
Barry said his Pied Pipers experience
has helped in one significant way: "it
did teach me how to react to children.
"I learned that, when you talk to
children, you automatically should go
to your knees in order to appear more
their size and less scary."
Rhonda Raper substitutes for Barry
when Pied Pipers tours conflicts with
ballgames, but an attack by the two
Bollweevil mascots at the last out-oftown game left her with a slight injury
that may have sidelined her.

..
'\..,

Acappella. Students sang along with every tune as the jazzy vocal
band performed in the Benson during Insight '95. PR photo.

Highschoolers taste college life
by Dawnielle Nellums
Bison staff writer

Hundreds of high school students
from all over the country visited the
campus last weekend to experience
college life as part oflnsight '95. Many
students make the final decision of
whether to come to Harding based on
their visit during Insight.
"My visit this weekend gave me
reassurance that coming to Harding will
probably be a better decision than going
to a state school," Jyusef Larry, a senior
from Lonoke High School, said.
High school student Terry Finely
agreed: " It did kinda persuade me to
go ahead and come to this school."
The students camped in the dorms,
most of them in sleeping bags on the
floor. The resident assistants reported
few problems this year. "They were
really energetic and seemed to be
interested in what was going on," Kristy

Ross, a Stephens dorm R.A., said.
But, most Harding students could
not help but notice the younger folks on
campus. "They get very loud in the
dorm, but I hope they all decide to
come to Harding next year," sophomore
Andrew Baker, said.
Whatever the view from the college
students, Larry called the weekend a
success. "I enjoyed the classes, and the
people made my stay easier."
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Spreading "Bison Fever." Barry Watts reaches the children in his
ballgame audience with his concentrated efforts to appear "less scary."
Photo by Christie Mangrum.

Welcome to Harding University's Fall Fest.
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Bisons fall to 2-6
by Bart Blasengame
Bison sports editor

It wasn't supposed to end like that.
Usually it was the Bisons who
managed some sort of last-minute
comeback to keep the game close, but
Saturday afternoon it was Harding
who sat helplessly on the sidelines
watching as Southern Arkansas
scored 15 unanswered points in the
fourth quarter to steal a 34-20 victory
at Alumni Field.
The loss solidifies a losing season
for the Bisons. who fall to 2-6 on the
year. Southern Arkansas noses over
.500 with a 4-3 record.
Harding answered the challenge
early after the Muleriders took a 7-0
advantage early in the second quarter.
The Bisons drove 65 yards in 13 plays,
calling on Troy Smith to run around
the right side from two yards out to
make the score 7-6.
The Bison defense also looked
good early, stuffing a late SAU drive
that penetrated to the Harding 15yard line. Scott Alexander did the job,
intercepting a Cody Cox pass in the
end zone with :26 left in the first half.
Things looked promising for the

Bisons early in the second half, as
Harding stood toe-to-toe with the
Muleriders, trading scores in the third
quarter. Mac Hurley led the Bisons'
first strike with a 16-yard touchdown
pass to Clay Beason and a two-point
conversion toss to Chris Gilliam to put
Harding up 14-7.
It was about that time that things
began to fall apart.
The Muleriders made quick work
of the Bison secondary with a 50-yard
bomb to get within 14-13. SAU then
blocked a Harding punt, cashing in
soon after to take a commanding 19-14
lead.
"The blocked punt changed the
momentum," Harding coach Randy
Tribble said. "It broke our backs. In the
first half it was a close, hard-fought
game. They got all the momentum,
which gave them all the confidence
and took ours away."
SAU put the Bisons away in the
fourth quarter with a touchdown run
from Greg Williams and a 17-yard
touchdown pass from Cox to Daren
Brown to put a bow on the game at 3420.
"I'm not happy with the way we

Harding Bisons vs. Midwestern State
Saturday, 2:00 p.m., Alumni Field

l&•·a!?~INTS
Bambi finally gets
revenge for mom

Bison pileup. Harding looks to stop a pileup of losses with a win tomorrow in their
homecoming game against Midwestern State. Photo by Christie Mangrum.
responded after things went bad for
us," Tribble said. "We did not rise up
and make the plays we had to make.
"We played well on defense until
giving up the long bomb in the third
quarter. Then they blocked the punt
and we threw interceptions."
Hurley, a redshirt freshman ,
finished the game with 10 of 22 passing
for just 96 yards. Besides the lone

touchdown, Hurley also threw two
costly interceptions in the game.
The Bisons also had a tough time
rushing the ball with only 76 yards on
36 attempts. Gilliam led Harding with
49 yards on the afternoon.
Harding looks for one last shot at
redemption tomorrow against
Midwestern State in their homecoming
game at Alumni Field at 2 p.m.

Joseph wears All-Ainerican target well
by Carol Birth
Bison staff writer

We all have our own opinions on
the merits of this year's football team.
And although they seem to have not
quite gotten it together as a team ,there

are those players who stand out from
the rest as a result of outstanding game
performance.
Orlandor Joseph (OJ) is one of
those players. A5'11 ", 255 pound junior
defensive tackle from Baytown, Texas,
he was named preseason All-American
........_...
.........
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WANTED
Part-Time Second Shift Workers
in the Shipping Department

this year and has so far met the
expectations associated with that
honor.
"It was good to be nominated,"
OJ said, "but I still have the rest of
the season to play, and I'd rather the
team do well than I do well
individually."
Despite the double-teams and
avoidance that comes with his AllAmerican status, O.J. has still been
able to turn in some impressive games
this season and has become the
cornerstone of the Bison defensive

ounty
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line. Probably his best performance of
the season came two 'lveeks ago against
the University of Arkansas at
Monticello when he tallied eight
tackles, rn·o for 10 yards in losses.
0.]. came here two years ago from
Ross S. Sterling High School because
"Harding was a Christian school and I
could play football , too."
Being from the Houston area, he
said he feels comfortable at Harding
because "eYerything is more laid back
and easy-going." After graduation. the
education major plans to return to his
hometown and teach history.
People who know O.J. have nothing
but good things to say about him as
both a student and an athlete.
''He's very enthusiastic," said
fellow defensiYe lineman. Will Allen.
"He's one of the best people I have
played with, and he respects the fellas."
Harding head coach Randy Tribble
agrees. ''OJ has great instincts and a
great feel for the game. He's one of the
top players on defense. He's also a
great young man and a serious
student."
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• After years of being hunted
by man, it looks as if the deer
population of the world is
finally taking matters into its
own hooves.
Peter Ianacone, a freshman
cross country runner from
Loyola College, was run over
and knocked unconscious by a
deer during the Maryland State
Cross Country Championships
in Hagerstown. Ianacone was
hospitalized briefly after he was
diagnosed with a mild
concussion.
At the fourth mile of the fivemile race, Ianacone was running
in the top third of the field when
a deer leaped over his head and
caught him behind his left ear
with his hooves. The moment
lost its humor only briefly as
Ianacone lay motionless for
about two minutes.

NBA: Courts are
just too darn loud
• NBA teams have been
ordered to tone it down. But
this is no trash-talking mandate
or ruling against the horrific
uniforms of Cleveland and
Houston. this time NBA
officials want the noise level
reduced.
Actually, the ruling has four
parts: First, all teams were
ordered to keep the decibel
level at 85. Second, teams were
ordered not to blast intrusive
noise when the visiting players
were on offense. Third,
prerecorded chants cannot be
boomed only for the home
team. Fourth, negative sound
effects must cease when the
opposing player is on the foul
line.

Braves' NL sweep
adds fury to 'chop'
• The Atlanta Braves are the
seventh National League team
to head into the World Series
after sweeping the playoffs to
win the pennant. Of the
previous Sl'{, five have gone on
to win the championship,
including the last four - the
1969 New York Mets, the 19751976 Cincinnati Reds and the
1982 St. Louis Cardinals.

APTop 15
1. Florida State (7-0)
2. Nebraska (7-0)
3. Florida ((r())
4. Ohio State (7-0)
5. Tennessee (6-1)
6. Kansas (7-0)
7. Colorado (6-1)
8. Northwestern (6-1)
9. Michigan (6-1)
10. Oregon (6-1)
11. Auburn (5-2)
12. Notre Dame (6-2)
13. Southern Cal (6-1)
14. Kansas State (6-1)
15. Texas (5-1-1)

FromtbeBieacbers - Boxing enigma Don King
on his current trial for alleged
promotional scams:
"They've all tried to bring
me down. The IRS, the KGB,
the FBI, Interpol. And ain't none
of them laid a glove on me yet.
I tell you, Don King is God's
child."

.
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Lady Bisons upend SAU
from staff reports

The Harding University Lady Bisons
rallied in the fifth game last Thursday
night as they defeated Southern Arkansas
in a matchup of women's college
volleyball teams.
Coming into the match, the Lady
Bisons and Lady Riderettes were ranked
Nos. 1 and 2among NAlA independents
in the Southwest Region.
The Lady Riderettes won the first
game. 15-13, before the Lady Bisons
evened the match in the second game,

15-9. Harding prevailed in the third
game, 15-9, but squared the match by
winning the fourth game, 15-7.
In the fifth game, the Lady Bisons
prevailed, 15-10.
"We won against a much improved
SAU team that was really up for the
match before their home crowd,"
Harding coach Karyl Bailey said. "We
feel good to go on the road and beat a
solid opponent."
Harding is on the road today
competing in the Drury Classic in
Springfield, Mo.

,-------------------,
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Welcome, arm-chair quarterbacks!
This is a chance for you, the Harding student, to battle wits with
Tbe Bison Sports Editor and be eligible for a great prize at the
same time. Cut out the entire entry sheet and drop it in the
Bison Sports Challenge box at the Campus Mail window

Box#
Enter entire sheet
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by Bart Blasengame
Bison sports editor

It took off sideways, awkwardly
worked into a vertical spiral,
somehow twisted into a nasty
knuckleball and still managed to land
just inside the crossbars. Yes, it was
really ugly. But for Dean Smith, the
most horrendous 50-yard field goal
attempt in the history of mankind
had a beautiful payoff: $10,000.
All season long during halftime
at Harding Bison home games, Ridout
Lumber Co. and KWCK radio have
been trying to give away $10,000 to
the person with leg enough to boom a
50-yard field goal through the
uprights of Alumni Field. Smith
became that person last Saturday
afternoon, but unlike his predecessors
in futility, Smith had two allies on his
side: a nice strong wind and, of course,
the winning ticket.
Isaac Alexander was the person
holding the actual winning ticket on
Saturday, but instead of wasting his
luck on the stiff challenge he chose
instead to call on the athletic prowess
of Smith to try and lift them both out
the monetary slum of the
undergraduate.
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Welcome and Welcome Back
to Harding's
Homecoming Weekend!
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NOTICE
GRADUATING SENIORS!

shock," Smith said. "He came sprinting
across the field with his fists pumping
and his eyes were as big as saucers."
It was probably about the same
reaction the sponsors of the
competition, Ridout Lumber
Company, were experiencing.
"The guy [from Ridout) said he
didn't really think anybody would be
able to make it," Smith said. "But he
mentioned before my kick that because
of the wind, if it was going to be made,
today would be the day."
Smith is having to learn to take his
sudden local celebrity in stride. With
word of his feat spreading to radio,
TV, newspaper and even local
churches, he realizes just how bizarre,
not to mention lucky, his situation is.
"It seems like everyone has said
something about the kick. It feels good
to know that that many people are so
excited for me."
Smith says he has no immediate
plans for his sudden wealth, except for
throwing his dorm wing (Keller 3-A)
some sort of party. Besides that he says
he would like to hold on to the money
and save it for after graduation.
"After what happened, there's no
way I'm going to blow it all at once."

~
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1 One Medium Pizza and a Six~pack of
I Coke fro·.m·
1

"After I got out on the field I started
wishing Isaac had given the ticket to
someone else," Smith said. "I was
thinking about just making it look good
and at least trying to get close to the
goal."
But instead, Smith and Alexander
ended up splitting the $10,000 pot. But
as has already been pointed out, the
verdict was very much in doubt until
the very end.
"The kick felt good," Smith said.
"I thought it might have a chance until
I actually saw it floating in the air. It
was the ugliest kick I had ever seen
and I just started hoping that the wind
would start blowing really hard."
Once the kick went through and
the officials hoisted their arms into the
air to signal the make, pandemonium
overtook Alumni Field and amnesia
struck Smith's brain.
"[After I made it) I waited a second
and ... You know I really don't
remember what happened," Smith
said. "I just figure I must have started
jumping up and down and signaling
to the crowd."
Alexander's reaction was much
more immediate.
"Isaac looked like he was in
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Ugly duck' lands two $10,000
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before Friday at 10 p.m. HAVE FUN!

Phone

1200 and 1500 people who cheered on the Bisons in their first practice of the year. Photo by Christie Mangrum.
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Midwestern St. at Harding
AubumatArkaDSas
Florida at Georgia
South CarolinaatTennessee
KansasatKansasSl
Iowa at Ohio St.
Mi~anSt. atW"JSConsin
OklBhomaatM.issourl
TCU at Baylor
Northwestem atillinois
RiceatSMU
Kentucky at Mississippi St.
Vanderbilt at MissisSippi
Nebraska at Colorado
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It's Time. The Bison basketball squad took the court for the first time during Midnight Madness. The event attracted between
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